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THE CONSTRUCTIVE IDEA
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I. Dramix@ tibres are made trom
/ prime quality hard-drawn steelwire

to ensure high tensile strength
and close tolerances.

~

I/

The glueing of fhe fibres info bundIes
guaranfees quick and easy mixing wifh
perfecfly homogeneous disfribufion.

/
A hooked end wich slow I y deforms

during pul/-out is general/y considered
as the best form of anchorage.

~

This X-ray Photograph shows how

Dramix@ fibres are homogeneously

spread to provide optimum

reinforcement. No wonder Drarf1ix

is called the complete fibre.

Good fibres should have a high t/do
ratio (length/diameter ratio). This can

however cause problems with mixing.

Bekaert have overcome this problem

of fibre-balling by glueing the Dramix@

fibres into small bundies.
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A robot arm is a considerable
advantage in tunnelling construction
as it makes it possible to use the tuil
capacity of the shotcrete equipment
and allows the work to be performed
safely away trom the dangerous and
dusty area.

Dramix@ shotcrete
can be applied
without any
change with
traditional
dry and wet

shotcreting
equipment.

SFRS can be applied very Quickl~

providing immediate reinforced sup-

port to the excavated ground.

The homogeneous fibre reinforce-

ment gives resistance to tensile stres-

ses at any point in the shotcrete layer.

A uniform thickness results in a sig-

nificant reduction of shotcrete con-

sumption.
A SFRS layer has a strong QQnQ to

the surface which is required to

make the underground self

supporting.

SFRS is a concrete, containing indi-
vidual steelfibres creating a homo-
geneous reinforcement.
Dramix@ steelwire fibres are bundl-
ed with a watersoluble glue to allow
easy handling and mixing of high
performance fibres.
This enables y ou to realise higher
performance at a lower dosage rate
than other steelfibres and is the only
guaranteed way to obtain a homo-
geneous fibre distribution without
the need for special equipment.

Mesh installation is

.I difficult

.I time consuming

.I hazardous under loose rock

.I expensive

Shatcrete cansumptian is

high due ta
./ irregular rock surface
./ filling up voids
./ high rebound off the mesh

wires

Lining quality can be paar
./ shotcrete builds up on the

face ofthe mesh
./ low quality shadow areas form

behind the wire
./ not a uniform bond between

shotcrete and rock
./ irregular mesh positions do

not give an efficient reinforce-
ment
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Test develaped by the SNCF French Railway Campany tagether with Alpes Essais Laba
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The punching-flexian test, ideal ta
check the SFRS behaviar.
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Energy curve The square slab test perfecly

illustrates the structural behaviour
of a tunnellining:

1. A shotcrete tunnellining

behaves like a slab

2. The hyperstatic test conditions
allow load redistribution

3. The test can also be carried out

with mesh reinforcement.
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Deflection (mm)

From the load-deflection curve

a second curve is drawn

giving the absorbed energy.

With Dramix SFCR:

.1' good redistribution of stresses

(homogeneaus reinforcement)

"',/ increase in bearing capacity

(Dramix fibres with high l/d.-ratio)Job specitications call tor an energy absorption
dependant upon loading conditions.
EFNARC detines 3 performance classes: 500 -700- 1000 J.



Glued fibre-bundles
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Guaranteed quality
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A comprehensive range

of fibre-types

Dramix@ has the right fibre for each

application.
3 types: uncoated, galvanized or
stainless steel in various sizes, ll,.l
ratios and packings. For concrete
qualities above 60 N/mm2 special
fibre types are available. Please ask
for information.DramixMoentl' For quick and easy mixing

tl' Homogeneous fibre dispersion

KnOWled& service

With 25 years of experience, the

Dramix@ organization are specialists

in all aspects of steel fibre concrete,

from design to on site application.

Dramix@ steel fibres are manufac-

tured in accordance with the lSO

9001 quality system.

Ouality certificates are available in

a number of countries.

Bekaert are known throughout the

world as leaders for quality wire

products.

Why
do our customers choose BEKAERT ?

Dramix@ fibres are
available worldwide.

Professionalism. Service-oriented
organization.

A strong partner.

BEKAERT

Bekaert have tive Dramix@
production units, more than
40 sales offices and over
30 warehouses trom
where delivery can take
place. Reliability is our hig-
hest concern.

Bekaert's DramiX!' technology
is based on more than 25
years of research into steel
fibre concrete and its
applications. It is supported
and further enhanced by
international cooperation with
universities and research
centres.

The Drami~ crganizaticn

brings the best expertise

right tc ycur desk. We alsc

bring help wherever

needed.

Bekaert are the worlds lea-

der in steel wire, with over

17.000 employees, 62

plants and 45 sales offices

in 19 countries.

Fibre performance

Dramix@ is the only fibre to offer the

right balance of tensile strength,

bond into the concrete and lIJ. ratio.
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SFRS is a practical and safe tech-

nrque far pratecting, repairing ar

strengthening existing tunnels.

A hamageneausly reinfarced SFRS

layer can be applied an the cleaned

existing tunnel surface.

Outside applied shotcrete may be

exposed to frost and sudden tem-

perature changes. Wind and intense

sunshine can also cause it to dryout

prematurely. These conditions make

it necessary to apply an adequate

reinforced shotcrete.

The use of Dramix@ SFRS provides

an end-product with properties far

superior to those achieved by con-

ventional methods.

Urban development usually involves

large excavations. These need

vertical retaining wal's in order to

prevent settiement of neighbouring

structures and also to provide safe

working conditions.

In conjunction with rock bo'ting SFRS

can be re'iably used even with very

high wal's for greater excavation

depths. ~
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Caverns

Today, caverns are used for many
purposes. From power stations to
sport halls, oil storage, repository
for waste. ..
SFRS used as ground support acts
as an efficient reinforcement due to
it's high levelof ductility.

Tunnelling by TBM allows the instal-

lation direct I y behind the machine of

a finished lining.

Precast segments are assembied
into a ring to provide either a tempo-
rary or a finallining.

Dramix@ steel fibres, as unique rein-

forcement or combined with tradi-

tional rebar, give the segments the

necessary strength to:

.resist stresses due to handling and storing

.avoid thermal cracking caused by temperature changes

.improve concrete durability

.withstand the high loads of the TBM jacks

In the single shell method, the full
tunnel lining is constructed using
shotcrete. As no waterproof mem-
brane can be built in the shotcrete,
quality is essential particularly as to
crack resistance which requires a
performant steel fibre reinforcement.

For cast inner linings steel fibres

provide concrete with a much higher

durability.
"



Packaaina
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Bags on a pal/et Big bag 1100 kg

Manually

from bags of 20 kg

Mobile

equipment tor

automatic tibre

dosage.

Automatic dosage

using big bags of 1100 kg.

The dosing is fully automatic. Any dosage rate can be

set with the keyboard or from preset dosage programs

in the central batch plant computer.

Bekaert Servi ces

Should y ou require turther intormation
Please contact us tor:

...Documentation on Segmentallinings

...Design advice and assistance

...Equipment for automatic dosage

...On-site support

...Professional co-operation for R&D

...Advice for repair works

For a detailed reference list:

AVAILABLE ON

REQUEST

"Tunnelling
the world"

Recent developments in shot-

crete technology and equipment

with Dramix@ steel fibres.

Visit our Internet site:
httg :1 Iwww. bekaert.comlbu i Id i ng


